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State budget reduction could cause cutbacks
By Diane Zundel
Statt Writer
Salary cuts, personnel layoffs and a 
student fee increase are options Cal Poly 
must consider to offset Gov. Deukmejian’s 
2 percent reduction in state budgets, the 
director of Business Affairs at Cal Poly 
said Wednesday.
Jim Landreth said that in a Jan. 6 
meeting, the 19 California State Universi­
ty presidents and chief business officers 
discussed possible alternatives to the 
governor’s decision for an approximate 
$27 million cut in the CSU system. The 
reduction is due to decreases in state rev­
enues and budget overruns.
“ Our goal is to minimize the budget 
cut’s actual impact on campus programs, 
with an emphasis on maintaining instruc- 
tural programs,’’ Landreth said. He ex­
plained that with an estimated $1.6 
million reduction at Cal Poly, it is im­
possible to meet it by freezing positions 
and decreasing operating expenses and 
equipment funds. Educational programs 
would be severely injured, he said.
General options discussed included 
reducing the salaries of all personnel and 
enacting layoffs.
“ This is a very sensitive and controver­
sial alternative. It’s difficult to implement, 
but it is a possibility if we can’t make the 
reductions in the other areas,’’ said Lan­
dreth.
Another option to avoid injuring Cal 
Poly’s instructural programs would be a 
mid-year student fee increase, he said. No 
dollar figures were determined.
“ There is a conceptual basis for a fee in­
crease in the state university fee or a sur­
charged fee, which is a one-time charge for 
an emergency situation. It would be much 
better to have a surcharged fee,’’ explain­
ed Landreth.
Landreth said that other possible op­
tions to reduce Cal Poly’s budget are in­
come revenues for non-resident tuition, 
re-evaluation of the utility reserve, deferr­
ing major facility repairs, and lottery 
funds. Additionally, incentives to en­
courage early retirement are a possibility, 
although they have been found in the past 
to be ineffective in saving funds, accor­
ding to Landreth.
Cal Poly and other CSU campuses are 
required to submit budget reduction plans 
to the State Department of Finance by 
Jan. IS, said Landreth. He added that un­
til such plans are final, the Chancellor’s 
Office has implemented restrictions on all 
General Fund spending. No new appoint­
ments of faculty, student assistants and 
non-faculty positions have been allowed 
since Dec. 22, 1986. State university
grants and new faculty, lecturers and 
substitute faculty for scheduled classes
are exceptions to the budget cuts.
The hiring freeze has already affected 
many areas on campus. Because Cal Poly 
cannot hire new personnel, students can 
expect long lines at the Kennedy Library’s 
circulation and current periodicals desks. 
Joan Kennedy, a library assistant in cir­
culation, said that because she is unable to 
replace fall graduates, the department will 
be short of help.
“ Service will be slow and cumbersome. 
It will also take longer for books to be 
shelved,’’ she explained.
Kennedy hopes the hiring freeze will be 
lifted before next quarter because many 
more students working in circulation will 
be graduating at the end of this quarter.
Jan Pieper, Cal Poly director of person­
nel, said, “ We hope the halt on hiring will 
only be temporary.’’ She said that there 
will definitely be CSU budget cuts, but it 
has not been decided in which areas.
No luck of the Irish here
Freshman Rick Ravalln leads the victory celebration after earning a pin in the final match Wednesday to 
give the Mustangs a 21-19 win over the University of Notre Dame. See story in Sports, page 6.
MIKESHOUP/Muatang Dally
Chief of 
ASI S t a f f  
leaves post
By Sandra Coffey
staff Writer
The chief of the ASI presiden­
tial executive staff resigned at 
the end of fall quarter, shortly 
after the ASI president came 
under fire from several student 
senators who claimed the presi­
dent wasn’t effectively handling 
his position.
Larry Westerlund resigned on 
November 30, 1986, from his
position as chief of executive 
staff serving ASI President 
Kevin Swanson. Westerlund, 
who left his position two 
quarters before it would have of­
ficially ended, made no comment 
when asked if his resignation was 
related to senatorial allegations 
made in November concerning 
Swanson’s job performance.
Swanson said no personal pro- 
blem s betw een  he and 
Westerlund were responsible for 
Westerlund’s resignation, but 
refused to comment further.
Stan Van Vleck, ASI vice 
president, said he believed the 
See RESIGNATION, back page
Kidney stones 60 percent gone
Penguin gets treatment
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A penguin named Beaker underwent 
hi-tech medical treatment that crushes kidney stones with shock 
waves, a procedure known as Extracorporeal Shock Wave Lithotrip­
sy.
Beaker, hatched at the San Francisco Zoo in May 1985, should be 
up and waddling in no time, doctors said after Wednesday night’s 
treatment at the University of California-San Francisco Medical 
Center.
The procedure was not a complete success. Doctors had trouble 
monitoring Beaker’s blood pressure and had to cut the treatment 
short to avoid any risk to the seven-pound bird.
Sec PENGUIN, back page
Competition in the 
comic book industry has 
spurred more innovative 
artwork and stories. 
They’re not just for kids 
any m ore. See 
SPOTLiGHT.
IN QUOTES
Youth is wasted on the young.
—Oscar Wilde
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Education deferred
It’s an all-too familiar scene: students standing in the backs of classrooms nervously clutching study lists filled with such phrases as “ class filled to capacity,’’ 
“ class cancelled’’ and “ not scheduled.’’ Instructors gazing 
upon packed lecture halls, shaking their heads, and 
sighing. “ I don’t make the system,’’ they say with a shrug.
It’s rather ironic. Applicants to Cal Poly get good grades 
in high school, take a battery of standardized tests, fill out 
a series of applications, and if finally accepted to the uni­
versity they are filled with joy. That is until they discover 
that just because they are enrolled at Cal Poly doesn’t 
mean they can take a full load of classes. People work hard 
to get here, and when they get here they find they might 
not be allowed to work hard.
There are too many students for too few required classes. 
When asked why more sections cannot be offered, the 
usual response involves budget restrictions. Well, if there 
isn’t enough money to offer more classes, than there ap­
pears to be only one alternative: accept fewer students.
We would think Cal Poly President Warren Baker and 
other administrators would be embarassed by this sad sit­
uation. It is obvious that the system is inefficient, and this 
reflects directly on the Administration’s performance.
Until changes are made, we must continue to tell pro­
spective Cal Poly students that while we feel it is a good 
school, if they want to get a degree in four years they 
should look elsewhere.
The world is calling
/ ’m not afraid o f failing. I f  I 
was I wouldn ’t do anything.
—Bob GeldofI985
I was first made aware of the 
famine in Ethiopia two years ago 
while watching a fuzzy black and 
white TV in an old run-down 
apartment on Johnson Avenue.
In a way I suppose it was en­
couraging to see that starving 
people halfway around world 
could actually squeeze out 
po litical p lunderings and 
business mergers to get on the 
“ NBC Nightly News.’’ The 
bleakness of the situation was 
overwhelming. No food, no 
water, no roads to reach the 
starving, just endless political 
roadblocks erected by oppressive 
governments.
This undoubtedly upset an 
agressive Irish rock star from 
the group the Boomtown Rats. A 
former factory worker and music 
columnist. Bob Geldof made his 
mark with the hit single “ I Don’t 
Like Mondays’’ and the starring 
role in the movie version of Pink 
Floyd’s “ The Wall.’’
Teaming up with Midge Ure of 
Ultravox, they wrote a song call­
ed “ Do They Know I t ’s 
Christmas.’’ Geldof contacted a 
number of rock personalities and
PLANETARY
PERSPECTIVES
Charles Wolf
recorded it. The project called 
Band Aid raised more than $10 
million for famine assistance and 
“ Do They Know It’s Christmas’’ 
became the biggest selling Brit­
ish single ever.
Although it was a hefty sum, 
$10 million was not enough to 
even start to aid the starving in 
Ethiopia and Sudan. Geldof, un­
satisfied, set out on an adven­
turous campaign to gather up 
funds and equipment from Bri­
tain, France, Australia and the 
United Nations. Unafraid to 
speak his mind, he called many of 
the anmbassadors to the United 
Nations “ thugs,’’ and referred to 
African dictators as “ talking 
bollocks’’ (a castrated bull).
Meanwhile, as Ken Kragen and 
U.S.A. For Africa raised an ad­
ditional $50 million. Midge Ure 
figured that a live concert could 
raise even more money. Geldof 
agreed and for six months work­
ed 18 hours a day, seven days a 
week to make Live Aid a reality.
The rock music event of the de­
cade generated more than $82 
million for additional famine 
relief. Geldof did not accept a 
penny for his work.
The money from Band Aid, 
Sport Aid, U.S.A. for Africa, and 
Live Aid, has already made an 
immense difference in Africa. 
Emergency food lifts  are 
reaching their destinations. 
Whole villages are being con­
structed along with health facili­
ties. Families are given arable 
land with wells for irrigation, as 
well as tools and seed.
About 1 million people died 
from the famine in Ethiopia and 
the South Sahara region, but 
many more millions are being 
spared by the efforts of Bob 
Geldof and music lovers around 
the world. For his work, Geldof 
was knighted by the queen of 
England and has been nominated 
fof the Nobel Peace Prize. In 
England, he is regarded as a na­
tional hero. The lyrics from his 
latest album demonstrate his 
undying determination to help 
those in need.
This is the world calling 
This is earth 
This is the world calling 
This is us.
The world thanks you Bob.
letters to the editor
BIA member defends 
entertainment decision
Editor — In response to the letter 
to the Daily from Johnny Base (Dec. 
11) I would like to clarify a couple of 
points and make some observa­
tions.
The Thursday night Farmer’s 
Market is put on by the Business 
Improvement Association members, 
and all costs and responsibilities 
are borne by this organization. It is 
an effort to promote the downtown 
businesses. It is not an economic 
free-for-all that allows anybody to 
set up a table and start selling their 
wares.
Logic would dictate a need for 
careful management and supervi­
sion for an event of this magnitude. 
Rules and regulations which must 
be followed by everyone are avail­
able at the BIA office on Garden
Street.
The Thursday Night Extravaganza 
has indeed turned into a community 
event. It has appealed to all age 
brackets and social strata. The de­
liberate absence of alcohoiic bev­
erages has helped to create a social 
event which is uniqueiy attractive to 
the ever-fading family.
So with grandma on one arm and 
your seven-year-old in tow it is in­
deed disconcerting to hear some­
one sing out, “ I want to spew on 
you," or "I feed my girlfriend razor 
blades,” or “ fuck this or that.”
If this last comment was not fully 
printed it is for the same reason 
that the BIA denied Base a permit. 
Free speech does not mean 
freedom to disregard the rights of 
others. To flaunt the rights of others 
in the name of free speech makes a 
mockery of our system and its orig­
inators.
We suggest to Base (he gave us
another name) that if indeed there is 
a market for his talents it is pro­
bably in one of the bars around 
town. Or perhaps, as I recall from 
my days at Cal Poly, he could apply 
to sing at college hour on one of the 
patios.
THOMAS MASON 
Owner, Wine Street Inn
Mustang Daily encourages 
readers’ opinions, criticisms 
and com m ents. Letters 
should be submitted to Room 
226 of the Graphic Arts 
Building.
Letters should be shorter 
than 250 words, must be 
typewritten and must include 
the writer’s signature and 
telephone number.
Editors reserve the right to 
edit all letters for length and 
style.
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Second arrest in UCSB probe
SANTA BARBARA (AP) — A plumber was arrested Thurs­
day for investigation of improperly taking state funds for work 
at the private homes of two officials at UC Santa Barbara.
Rudolf Mosel, 54, operator of Goleta Plumbing and Heating 
Service Inc., was booked for investigation of grand theft. He is 
the second man arrested in a widening financial probe at the 
campus that already has forced the chancellor out of office.
The first was university building official Holger Chris Fer- 
dinandson, 57, who was arrested Dec. 10 and has pleaded inno­
cent to 11 counts of embezzling. Ferdinandson, the manager of 
operations and maintenance at the university’s facilities 
maintenance department, is accused of taking kickbacks from 
contractors who worked for the university.
Chancellor Robert Huttenback resigned in July after 
authorities discovered that $174,000 worth of improvements to 
his home off campus were made at university expense.
Avalanche at Mammoth resort
MAMMOTH LAKES (AP) — An avalanche sent snow 
cascading down an upper slope of Mammoth Mountain on 
Thursday just five days after this snow-starved ski resort 
opened and two days after cloud seeding.
It was not immediately known whether any skiers were af­
fected by the 1:45 p.m. avalanche, but more than 1,000 skiers 
were estimated to be on the slopes Thursday, Mammoth-June 
Ski Resort spokeswoman Mary Shoshone said. The upper run 
where the avalanche occurred had opened for the first time this 
year at 12:30 p.m. Thursday, so few skiers were likely to have 
been on it, she said.
“ We did just open the upper run to the public. As far as if 
there were skiers in the area, we don’t know yet,’’ she said 10 
minutes after the avalanche occurred.
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De la Madrid lauds Mexican vigor
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Presi­
dent Miguel de la Madrid said 
Mexicans were able to prevent 
chaos and keep the country func­
tioning despite the nation’s 
severe economic troubles last 
year.
In a message broadcast na­
tionwide Wednesday, he said 
Mexicans have shown “ serenity 
and vigor facing the difficulties’’ 
and called for optimism and con­
fidence for 1987.
“ Facing the magnitude of the 
challenges and the tightness of 
the margins for maneuvering, we 
— all Mexicans — prevented 
what could have been a really 
chaotic situation,’’ de la Madrid 
said.
w
“ Even at lower levels, not at 
those we obviously would have 
liked, the economy continued 
functioning and we continue pro­
tecting at the fundamental level 
the productive capacity and 
employment,’’ he said in his fifth 
annual message at the start of a 
new year.
The government’s agreements 
for a $12 billion rescue package 
from the international financial 
community negotiated in 1986 
target 2 to 3 percent economic 
growth for 1987 after a sharp 
contraction exceeding 3 percent 
last year.
Even so, soaring prices and a 
persistent slide in the value of 
the peso currency against the
m
dollar, the most visible signs of 
the Mexican economic crisis, are 
virtually certain to continue.
“We cannot foresee this year 
as easy nor exempt from pro­
blems,’’ de la Madrid said in his 
New Year’s message. “ We con­
tinue facing many challenges 
that require our persistent effort 
and our firmest will in order to 
meet them with renewed spirit.’’
The president said 1986 had 
been “ one of the more difficult 
years in our economic life’’ 
because of the new slide in the 
international price of oil, Mex­
ico’s No. 1 export by far, and the 
protracted negotiations on Mex­
ico’s foreign debt.
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When townsfolk yell f ir e /  these 
students are on the scene in a flash
A student gets firefighting Instruction.
By Ken Miller
Staff Writer
Across a California cotton field 
a fire rages, threatening a nearby 
town. Within minutes of being 
notified, members of the Califor­
nia Department of Forestry are 
in uniform and on their way to 
the fire. Once there, they im­
mediately isolate the fire and ex­
tinguish it.
The life of a firefighter is 
sought by many, but for Cal Poly 
students it hasn’t been easy.
Prior to fall quarter 1986, Cal 
Poly students seeking careers in 
firefighting had to take the
training program the forest ser­
vice puts on to receive certifica­
tion in firefighting techniques, 
receiving no academic credit.
Now, thanks to the efforts of 
Doug Piirto, assistant professor 
in natural resources management 
at Cal Poly, students can receive 
both certification and academic 
credit by taking a new course — 
Forestry 204.
Piirto, who is currently “ on 
loan” to Cal Poly from the 
C alifo rn ia  D epartm ent of 
Forestry for his second and final 
year, has spent the past 10 years 
working with the service.
MGN UP!
INTRAMURAL/REC SPORTS
CAL POLY SAN LUIS OBISPO 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS
sport: Softball 
DIVISION: Co-ed 
date: January 12 
time: 6:00p.m.*
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® M&FM INC. 1986
General Motors is proud to 
sponsor your campus intramural/ 
recreational sports.
JOIN THE FUN
Read the information above and 
sign up with your Intramural/Rec- 
reational Sports Department today!
EVERYONE CAN PLAY 
All students, staff and faculty 
are eligible.
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Piirto said that his class is 
equivalent to the program the 
forest service puts on, adding, 
“ Students who take my class can 
be more competitive for summer 
jobs than people who have no 
certification.”
According to Piirto, Cal Poly is 
among the first of the four-year 
California universities with a 
forestry/natural resources con­
centration to offer a fire control 
class, and may be the first to 
give certification.
Once certified, students can 
apply for jobs with the U.S. 
D epartm ent of A griculture 
Forest Service or the CDF, which 
pays much better, Piirto said.
The forestry class, which Piirto 
calls a “ wildland fire suppression 
class,” has been offered before at 
Cal Poly, but not in a format that 
enabled students to earn cer­
tification. Piirto was given the 
authority to give USDA cer­
tification to students from Thom 
Myall, fire management officer 
for Los Padres National Forest, 
and CDF certification from John 
Gibson, battalion chief of train­
ing with the San Luis Obispo of­
fice of CDF.
“ Their (CDF) entry level class 
has a lot of similarities to ours, 
but there was quite a bit of 
overlap, much of which I incor­
porated into my class,” Piirto 
said.
Forestry 204 will meet all of 
the USDA’s requirements for 
certification, but only half of 
CDF’s requirements. However, 
students receiving certification 
get the rest of their training from 
CDF when and if they go to work 
for them, Piirto said.
Piirto said hands-on experience 
was necessary, so one Saturday 
for about five hours he and his 
class, along with a supervisor 
and assistants, burned and 
cleaned up 12 acres of Cal Poly 
land. “On that pre-planned fire, I 
made sure we had enough people 
to handle the fire without the 
students. Fires are unpredic­
table. Even if you’ve learned a 
lot in this business, there’s still a 
lot more to learn,” Piirto said.
In addition to hands-on expe­
rience, performance tests are also 
important, Piirto said. “ Even if 
you pass all the written tests, 
CDF won’t issue a certificate un­
til you pass the performance 
tests,” he said. A few examples 
are:
•Getting into uniform in less 
than a minute.
•Deploying chock blocks to 
keep the fire engine from roiling.
•Positioning yourself safely in 
the fire engine.
•Using a burn pack for a burn 
victim.
•Using the fire engine for 
refuge.
•Retreating properly when 
trapped by fire.
•Identifying and knowing how 
to use apparatus on engine and 
equipment.
Gianina Pizzino, a student in 
Piirto’s fall class, had a lot of 
fun. “ I took this class because I 
wanted to get a summer job, and 
I’d definitely say I learned a lot. 
Piirto really had to do a lot of 
See FIRE, hack page
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Comic books have been restructured and redesigned 
to compete for mature, more sophisticated readers
Reviewed by Grant Shaffer
C
omic books are as much a part of
Americana as apple pie and Chevrolet. 
To most people comics bring back 
memories of lazily reading at summer 
camp, or secretly browsing adventure 
stories by flashlight just before bed­
time. Yet despite the fact that comic 
books are just memories to most of us, 
they are alive and flourishing more than 
ever.
And with Marvel Comics’ big 2Sth an-
niversary introduction last year of a whole 
new line of superheros, and its rival, D.C. 
Comics, working to revamp its storylines, 
renewed competition for readers has 
brought about changes in the market.
Comic books may have started out in 
the 1930s with hoaky titles such as 
“ Hagg, the Hunter of Helpless Humas,” 
‘‘Goom — The Thing from Planet X” and 
‘‘Thomgorr, the Anti-Social Alien.” But 
throughout the years comic books have
become a multi-million dollar market, 
opening its readership to a more in­
telligent and adult audience.
The sophistication of the comics began 
in November of 1961, when Stan ‘‘The 
Man” Lee, the mastermind writer and 
editor behind Marvel Comics and Jack 
“ King” Kirby, who had been drawing for 
Marvel since it began, decided to make a 
bold and daring move. The created a new 
superhero team called the “ Fantastic
Four” and broke ail the rules of the in­
fallible, two-dimensional, not-a-hair-out- 
of-place heroes who had come before.
The Fantastic Four featured The Thing, 
Mister Fantastic, The Human Torch and 
the Invisible Girl — superheroes that ac­
tually fought among themselves as often 
as they fought against menacing villains. 
This quintet faced true-to-life problems 
and had their own little faults and foibles.
Sec COMICS, Spotlight 2
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From Spotlight 1
And sometimes — most impor­
tantly — they even failed. In 
short, the “ FF” weren’t intangi­
ble do-gooders; they were human, 
of flesh and blood. They were 
characters the readers could per­
sonally relate to.
“ When Stan Lee revolutionized 
comic books in 1961 by creating 
the Fantastic Four, it was un­
thinkable that comic books could 
succeed with well-developed, 
multi-dimensional characters,” 
Marvel president and editor-in 
chief Jim Shooter has explained. 
“ But Stan’s instincts were 100 
percent on target, and millions of 
new readers, including older 
readers found pleasure in comic 
books.”
From this point on, the Marvel 
Universe began to quickly evolve 
with the introduction of complex 
and colorful characters, including 
such classics as Spider-Man, the 
X-Men, Daredevil and the Silver 
Surfer.
As John Barrett of Comics and 
Comix in Berkeley, the highest- 
grossing retail comic store in the 
nation, points out, “ Marvel is 
sensitive to public changes and 
continually updates their stan­
dards with today’s trends. 
They’re branching out beyond
How
Classifications
I Campus Clubs
3 Announcements 
5 Personals 
7 Greek News 
9 Events
I I  Lost & Found 
13 Wanted
15 Services 
17Typing 
19 Miscellaneous 
21 Travel 
23 Ride Share 
25 Opportunities 
27 Employment 
29 For Sale 
31 Stereo Equipment
33 Mopeds & Cycles 
35 Bicycles 
37 Automobiles •
39 Roommates 
41 Rental Housing 
43 Homes for Sale
the super-hero realm and into 
other areas, such as with their 
new ‘Epic’ comics line for mature 
readers and their new ‘Star’ com­
ics for children.”
Efforts to change with the 
times have resulted in some new 
approaches to the audience. 
“ Marvel has made the effort to 
include more women among their 
readers and are acquiring more 
women creators on their staff,” 
said Barrett.
To this day Marvel continues 
to dominate more than 45 per­
cent of comic book sales. This is 
nothing short of impressive, con­
sidering there are between two 
and three * hundred titles on sale 
each month. In recent years. 
Marvel’s “ Uncanny X-Men” has 
been the consistent top-selling 
comic book on the market.
Marvel Comics Group cele­
brated its silver anniversary by 
releasing a “ revolutionary” line 
of eight new comic titles under a 
new banner. The New Universe. 
The first new titles (“ Kickers 
Inc .,”  ‘‘Psi Force,”  ‘‘Star 
Brand,” “ Merc,” “ Spitfire and 
th e  T ro u b le  S h o o te r s ,”  
“ Nightmask,”  ‘‘Justice”  and 
“ D.P.7” ) have already arrived on 
the newsstands.
However, many avid comic
book followers sense that with
the introduction of the New Uni­
verse, Marvel has taken a step 
backward.
Aries McFee, operations 
manager of The Sub, the only 
local comic shop, said, “The New 
Universe is not that special or
unique. In fact, it was a real let 
down. Readers in the store
generally picked up the first 
couple issues of the New Uni­
verse, but have soon after lost 
interest.
“ The New Universe is certainly 
no blockbuster. Marvel really 
hasn’t made much of a departure 
from any of their previous ti­
tles.”
In order to make room for their 
new titles. Marvel has had to 
cancel eight of their weakest 
books. Despite a large advertis­
ing campaign to endorse the New 
Universe, the new titles have 
fared no better than their 
predecessors.
Many Marvel fans have tended 
to complain that the New Uni­
verse is projected at a younger 
audience and does not have the 
more mature story lines as did 
the previous titles.
Marvel’s overall lead in the 
comic book market has not nec­
essarily declined. However it is
apparent that the failure of the 
boastful New Universe has 
ironically made room for a top 
competitor’s truly revolutionary 
line of comic books: D.C. Comics.
D.C. (Detective Comics) is by 
no means a newcomer to the 
comic book scene. In fact, as far 
back as the late 1930s (when D.C. 
was known as National Comics) 
they were the most popular 
publisher of comics, publishing 
such well-known titles as 
Superman, Batman, Wonder 
W om an, Flash and Green 
Lantern.
But after the Marvel Universe 
of the 1960s exploded on the 
scene, D.C. has since been trying 
desperately to catch up with 
Marvel. And catching up is 
precisely what they’ve been do­
ing at a phenominal rate just 
during this past year.
The new resurgence of D.C.’s 
readership specifically evolves 
from their introduction in Feb­
ruary of 1986 a “ new” Batman in 
“ The Dark Knight Returns.” It 
is in this book that D.C. has an­
nounced to the world that they 
have revamped their heroes and 
are changing their course.
Unlike most of D.C.’s previous 
books, “ The Dark Knight 
Returns” presents to readers
complex artwork, a thought- 
provoking storyline and a 
somber theme. At the focal point 
of the book is a Batman of the 
future: a 50-year-old caped
crusader in retirement, who 
drinks heavily while battling his 
own dark side.
While in the original Batman 
the young,' debonaire, multi­
millionaire Bruce Wayne fought 
crime in Gotham City, the Dark 
Knight is portrayed as a very 
angry, frustrated and obsessively 
righteous man.
Consequently, the first issue of 
“ The Dark Knight Returns,” 
which to date has demanded 
three separate printings and sold 
just ten months ago for $2.95, 
now goes for a whopping $30.
Since the emergence of Dark 
Knight, basically all of D.C.’s 
popular comic lines have been 
re-introduced in a more in­
telligent, realistic manner. The 
regained success of these titles 
can be measured by the response 
of increased readership; whereas 
some of these D.C. titles were 
slowly selling at only 3(X) copies 
per month at specialty shops, 
they’re quick sell-outs at an in­
crease of up to 800 copies.
A few of these titles have got- 
See COMICS, Spotlight 3
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Greek theme mimics life
By Monica Fiscalini, S ta ff W riter
P
aintings of Greek doors 
placed in situations that 
humans face comprise the 
sixth annual exhibition by a 
Cal Poly architecture in­
structor.
“ Doors of the Aegean,” 
watercolor and ink paintings by 
V ern S w ansen , w ill run  
throughout January in the 
gallery of the Kennedy Library 
during library hours.
Swansen spent last summer in 
Athens, Greece, painting 40 of 
the works on display. The re­
maining 30 were painted after 
his return to San Luis Obispo. 
The first group is what Swansen 
calls “ doorian episodes.” The 
second group is paintings seen 
through doors of Aegean sub­
jects.
Although Swansen likes the 
Greek people because of their 
high sense of ethics, he chose to 
use doors as subjects in human­
like situations. Swansen calls' 
the doors that tie the exhibit 
together “ dooric groups.” 
Swansen explained that in an-
MIKESHOUP/Muttang Dally
cient Greece the Eastern Ionic 
people and the Western Doric 
people lived; hence the play on 
words.
The paintings offer a variety 
of themes from school politics to 
nuclear holocaust. Swansen said
he is very concerned about nu­
clear war so he likes to comment 
on the issue in his paintings. 
One painting’s caption is 
“ Doorians supervising the 
Aegean area being transferred 
to another planet on the eve of 
the nuclear holocaust.” Another 
painting shows “ the day when 
Aegean doors took charge of 
nuclear power,” and Athens is 
burned up. In contrast is a 
peaceful painting showing 
“ Venetian prone Aegean doors 
performing Vivaldi over the 
harbor at Hydra.”
Swansen first went to Greece 
four years ago and has gone 
back every year since. He said 
one reason he is attracted to 
Greece is that the atmosphere 
and the landscape are very simi­
lar to the Central Coast. His 
past two exhibits at Cal Poly 
have also had Greek themes as 
will his next one. He will spend 
half of this summer on the 
Greek island of Samos, but he 
has not chosen the exhibition 
theme yet.
COMICS
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ten their badly-needed facelifts 
from the hands of some of 
Marvel’s most popular artists, 
namely John Byrne and Frank 
Miller.
Byrne, one of the most 
recognized comic artists, today is 
most famous for his renderings 
in Marvel’s X-Men and Fantastic 
Four. However, as of late, he has 
moved his talents over to D.C.’s 
new Superman.
Miller, another prominent ar­
tist, was responsible for D.C.’s 
“ Return of the Dark Knight” 
after he too had left his extreme­
ly successful “ Daredevil” series 
at Marvel.
Along with D.C.’s new com­
mittment to produce more in­
telligent, artistically mastered 
works and their timing against 
Marvel’s lacking New Universe, 
critical reaction has played a
large role in D.C.’s powerful re- 
emergence.
As soon as D.C. had unleashed 
“ The Dark Knight Returns” on­
to the newsstands, the Dark 
Knight was being commended in 
Rolling Stone and in newspapers 
across the nation. Byrne of the 
new Superman was on NBC’s 
“ Today” show plugging his 
“ Man of Steel” book.
Also, Stephen King called the 
Dark Knight “ ... probably the 
finest piece of comic art publish­
ed in a popular edition.”
All these mediums definitely 
helped convey to the public that 
D.C. is once again on the move.
Whether D.C. will ultimately 
dominate Marvel or if they will 
continue to battle it out neck- 
and-neck remains to be seen by 
the growing number of comic 
book readers.
Welcome Back 
Cal Poly
Old favorites 
take Grammy 
nominations
BEVERLY HILLS (AP) — 
The old guard of pop and rock 
reaped top Grammy nominations 
T hursday, including Steve 
Windwood with five, while Peter 
Gabriel and Paul Simon got four 
each.
Nominated for best new artist 
were Glass Tiger, Bruce Hornsby 
and the Range, Nu Shooz, Sim­
ply Red and Timbuk 3.
“ Wow, this is unbelievable,” 
said Hornsby from his San Fer­
nando Valley home.
Win wood was nominated for 
record and album of the year for 
his “ Higher Love” single and his 
“ Back in the High Life” LP. He 
also was nominated for both pop 
male vocal performance and for 
song of the year as well as pro­
ducer of the year.
Gabriel’s “ Sledgehammer” was 
nominated for record and song of 
the year, while his “ So” LP was 
nominated for album of the year. 
Gabriel also was nominated for 
best rock male vocal perfor­
mance.
Simon’s four nominations were 
from his “ Graceland” album, an 
LP laced with the sounds of 
S ou th  A fric an  to w n sh ip  
rhythms. He received nomina­
tions for album of the year and 
best pop male vocal performance. 
The song “ Graceland”  was 
nominated for song of the year, 
and Simon received a nomination 
for producer of the year.
Nominees for record of the year 
included: “ Addicted to Love,” 
Robert Palmer and producer 
Bernard Edwards; “ Greatest 
Love of All,” Whitney Houston, 
M ichael M assar, producer; 
“ Higher Love,” Winwood, Russ 
Titelman and Winwood pro­
ducers; and “ Sledgehammer,” 
Gabriel, Daniel Lanois and 
Gabriel producers.
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Needles and Pins, a comedy about boys chasing 
girls and a girl who chases everyone opens Satur­
day night at The Great American Melodrama in 
Oceano. For information call 481-4880.
iillllPS
The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet returns to San 
Luis Obispo Saturday night with a performance at 
the Cal Poly Theatre. The quartet will play pieces 
by Thomas Morely, Mozart, Aaron Copeland and 
Manuel de Falla. Tickets are $6 for students, $10 
and $8 for the public and are available at the Cal 
Poly Theatre Ticket Office.
Verdi’s Rigoletto will be broadcast live from the 
Metropolitan Opera at 11 a.m. Saturday. The per­
formance can be heard on KCPR 91.3 FM.
At The Spirit, local favorite the Tim Jackson 
Band will entertain the crowd this weekend.
Street Legal will play at Shenandoah through 
Sunday, with Fatz taking over until Tuesday. The 
Plumbers are the act to catch for Wednesday 
through the weekend.
Tuesday night at Champion’s, The Mudhole 
Blues Band will take the stage.
At The Darkroom tonight. Secret Service will 
play, with guitarist John Kraus playing during 
happy hour. Saturday night the Croutons reunite 
for a performance.
Later on in the week. The Darkroom will have 
Jill Knight (Wednesday) and The Guy Budd Band 
(Thursday).
•fir
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American Tail — An animated feature from 
Steven Speilberg about a mouse who is a Russian 
emigre. Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Bedroom Window — This thriller, starring Steve 
Guttenberg and Elizabeth McGovern, sneak 
previews Friday at Festival Cinemas.
Brighton Beach Memoirs — Neil Simon’s 
autobiographical Broadway hit about a family in 
1937 Brooklyn adapted to the screen. Mission 
Cinemas.
Children of a Lesser God — William Hurt and 
Marlee Matlin star in this love story about a 
teacher and a deaf woman. Madonna Plaza 
Theatre.
The Color of Money — Paul Newman and Tom 
Cruise star in this sequel to the classic film “ The 
Hustler.’’ Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Crimes of the Heart — The movie version of 
Beth Henley’s Pulitzer Prize-winning play stars 
Diane Keaton, Jessica Lange and Sissy Spacek. 
Academy Award nominations have been predicted 
all around. Festival Cinemas.
Crocodile Dundee — Paul Hogan as an outback 
Australian who attempts the “ sophisticated urban 
jungles of Manhattan.’’ Festival Cinemas.
The Golden Child — Eddie Murphy gets lost 
amid the supernatural and the special effects as he 
searches for a lost god-child. Festival Cinemas.
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off — Matthew Broderick 
and friends skip school to play all day in Chicago 
with a really great red Ferrari. Tonight and Satur­
day, Chumash Auditorium.
The Fountainhead — Directed by King- Vidor, 
this movie version of Ayn Rand’s novel stars Gary 
Cooper as the architect who blows up his own 
creations. Rainbow Theatre through Jan. 12.
Heartbreak Ridge — The new Clint Eastwood 
movie about life in the Marines. Pauline Kael calls 
it a “baroque celebration of obscenity.’’ Festival 
Cinemas.
Hoosiers — Stars Gene Hackman. Sneak preview 
Saturday, Festival Cinemas.
Hud — Paul Newman stars as the alienated 
young man at odds with the world in this 1963 
film. Rainbow Theatre Jan. 13-15.
The Hustler — Paul Newman again, this time as 
Fast Eddie Felson playing pool in a smoke-filled 
room. Rainbow Theatre Jan. 13-15.
Koyaanisqatsi — This is a film warning against 
the future shock of technological advances, set to 
the music of Philip Glass. Rainbow Theatre 
through Jan. 12.
Lady and the Tramp — The Disney animated 
classic about a romance between two cute dogs. 
Festival Cinemas.
Little Shop of Horrors — A rock musical about a 
giant man-eating plant. Stars Rick Moranis and 
Ellen Greene, with appearances by Steve Martin 
and James Belushi. Festival Cinemas.
The Morning After — Jane Fonda and Jeff 
Bridges star in this thriller about an alcoholic, 
has-been actress who wakes up next to a dead guy. 
Festival Cinemas.
The Mosquito Coast — Harrison Ford takes his 
family to the jungles of Central America to escape 
the modern world and ends up recreating it. Fre­
mont Theatre.
No Mercy — Apparently, the title applies to the 
audience. Stars Kim Bassinger and Richard Gere. 
Mission Cinemas.
Peggy Sue Got Married — Kathleen Turner 
wears a ponytail and bobby socks when she gets 
thrown back in time. Fair Oaks Theatre.
Three Amigos! — Steve Martin, Chevy Chase 
and Martin Short star as three silent film stars 
who somehow end up saving a small Mexican 
village from the bad guys. Festival Cinemas.
Stand By Me — Four friends set off on an 
adventure: to find a dead body. A charming movie 
about little boys and growing up. Mission 
Cinemas.
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home — Kirk and the 
gang find themselves back in 1986 with a mission 
to save the whales. Bay Theatre.
Top Gun — Except for the love scenes, this is a 
two-hour advertisement for the Air Force. Sunset 
Drive-In.
Tough Guys — Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas 
star in this comedy about two old-time gangsters 
making it in the 80s. Sunset Drive-In.
Wisdom — Emilio Estevez and Demi Moore seek 
it. Festival Cinemas.
A South American carnival-style opening recep­
tion for the art exhibit Brazil 10 will be held in the 
University Art Gallery in the Dexter Building 
tonight at 7. Refreshments, Brazilian coffee, and 
South American music will be at hand.
Comics Ron Reed and Buzz Belmondo will do 
their best to make the audience laugh at Bob 
Zany’s Comedy Outlet at William Randolph’s.
Submissions to Spotlight Calendar must be 
received by 5 p.m. Wednesday for consideration for 
Friday publication. Send to Spotlight Editor, 
Mustang Daily, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, 93407.
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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OF ICE AND PEACE
A rt exhibit blends waters o f  major rivers from  around the world
By Danielle Letenyei
A n ice sculpture made of water from all the major rivers of the world was presented Wednesday night at the opening of “ Art for 
Peace,” the new exhibit in the University Union 
Art Galerie.
~ The sculpture, created by San Francisco artist 
Analia Magen, was made so that when it melts the 
waters will blend together, symbolizing a similar 
hope that people of the world will unite in peace. 
Much of the international water used for the 
sculpture was obtained by Magen from the Water 
Resources Department of the United Nations.
“ I feel this sculpture is special because it is my 
seventh sculpture, today’s date is Jan. 7 and the 
year is 1987,” said Magen during the presenta­
tion. “ Maybe we can make peace all over the 
world today.”
To demonstrate how the melting of the 
sculpture would happen, Magen and two young 
girls poured vials of international water over the 
flower-adorned sculpture.
“ The children represent the future, the flowers 
represent the bounty of the earth and the water 
represents the spirit,” said Magen. “ I hope that 
through art we can do what politics can’t.”
At the end of her speech, Magen asked everyone 
in the audience to hold hands and hum in the hope 
of world peace.
Awards for the “ Best of Show” and the Corita 
Peace Award were given out during the presenta­
tion. Recipient of the Corita Peace Award, which 
honors the late peace artist Corita Kent, was Sha 
Kong Wang for his watercolor “ Nude with Dove.” 
An honorable mention went to Mary Stupp-Greer 
for her five charcoals depicting two Asian women.
Other recipients of honorable mentions were 
Sharon Dunlap for her watercolor “ Lovewind” 
and Molly Margulies for her sculpture of the Rev. 
Jesse Jackson. The “ Best of Show” award went to 
Daryl Smith for his dramatic sculpture “ Im- 
periosus: He Who Desires Is Prepared.”
Also speaking at the Art for Peace presentation 
was Dr. Willard Osibin, president of the San Luis 
Obispo chapter of Physicians for Social Responsi­
bility. PSR is a nationwide organization and the 
second largest physician organization under the 
American Medical Association. The organization, 
along with the ASI Fine Arts Committee, is a co­
sponsor of Art for Peace, which is billed as the 
first world peace presentation ever held on a uni­
versity campus.
“ Our main objective is to spread the message 
that there can be no nuclear war,” said Osibin. 
“ This exhibit is a way of spreading that 
message.”
PSR is also co-sponsoring the Peace Forum, 
which will be held on Jan, 23 in the Cal Poly 
Theatre in conjunction with the Art for Peace ex­
hibit.
“ We have received a lot of help on this forum 
from Cal Poly’s Students for Social Responsibility 
organization,” said Osibin.
San Luis Obispo Mayor Ron Dunin was also 
scheduled to speak at the presentation but could 
not attend because of his heart surgery scheduled 
for Thursday. Magen gave Jeanne LaBarbera, 
Galerie coordinator and substitute speaker for 
Dunin, a vial of the international water to give to 
Dunin while he is in the hospital.
'w*
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Sculptor Analia Magen pours water over a symbolic work of ice.
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Mustangs 
to try to 
bring end 
to losses
By Karin Tindall
Staff Writer
The women’s basketball team 
was hard at work during winter 
bi«ak, playing a total of seven 
games,, while most students were 
enjoying relaxation.
The Lady Mustangs started on 
Dec. 16 by beating Cal State 
Hayward, and then moved on to 
beat both Sonoma State and UC 
Davis in Dec. 18 and 19 contests 
before putting away Chico State 
on Dec. 28.
But the Mustangs’ luck took a 
turn for the worse on Dec. 29 
with a loss to Fresno State, and 
then two loses on Jan. 2 and 3 to 
UC Davis, 69-54, and Boise 
State, 65-64.
Head coach Jill Orrock said of 
the Boise State game, “ It was 
one of the best games we’ve ever 
played.’’
The Lady Mustangs will be 
back in action tonight to take on 
Sw  Francisco State in the last 
non-conference game. Tip-off is 
set for 7:30 in the Main Gym.
The Mustangs will be looking 
to improve their overall record of 
6-8.
Julie Jordan, starting guard 
for the Lady Mustangs, said that 
tonight’s game will be pretty 
tough, but added that she is op­
timistic of a win. “ 1 think if we 
can control the tempo of the 
game we’ll win.’’
Starting center Sherrie At- 
teberry was also confident of a 
win, saying, “ We’ve been playing 
tough. We just have to improve 
communication.’’
Orrock, whose team is faced 
with several injuries, said she 
isn’t too worried about tonight’s 
game.
S ta r t in g  fo rw a rd  Ja n e t 
.'orgensen has been plagued with 
injuries, including a broken 
linger and most recently a bad 
knee. Jorgensen, who averages 
See WOMEN, page 7
Poly wins thriller over Notre Dame
By Jim Hawkins
Staff Writer
The Cal Poly wrestling team 
won its fourth match in as many 
days Wednesday when freshman 
Rick Ravalin pinned his oppo­
nent in the final bout of the con­
test to give Poly a 21-19 victory 
over the University of Notre 
Dame.
The Mustangs won only three 
of the nine individual matches, 
but were helped by Ravalin’s pin, 
a 17-6 superior decision by An­
thony Romero, and a forfeit at 
the heavyweight division, in 
which the Irish failed to enter a 
wrestler.
Notre Dame dominated the 
lower weights. A fter the 
M ustangs’ John G alkowski 
opened up the match with a draw 
against former high school All- 
American Andy Radeneaugh, the 
Irish won the next four bouts to 
gain a 16-2 lead in the team 
race.
Malcolm Boykin gave Poly its 
first win of the night by 
defeating Tom Ryan 9-4 in the 
158-pound division, snapping 
Boykin’s three-match losing 
streak and keeping Poly’s chance 
of a dual meet victory alive.
Eric Osborne, one of Poly’s 
premier wrestlers who came into 
the match with an 11-1 record, 
dropped a close decision to Chris 
Jeneser 7-6, and like many of the 
other wrestlers appeared to be a 
little fatigued by the number of 
matches they’ve been involved 
with in the past few days.
“ We had some people wrestle 
poorly,”  said coach Lennis 
Cowell. “ But probably because 
they were tired.”
Romero came out aggressively 
in his match and dominated 
Notre Dame’s Dave Helmer by 
s cor i ng  eight  t wo- po i n t  
takedowns, with the final one 
coming at the third round buzzer 
to give him a superior decision.
This put the score at 19-9 in 
Notre Dame’s favor, but with the 
Irish forfeiting the heavyweight 
division, the real score going into 
the final match was 19-15.
This set up Ravalin’s do-or-die
MIKE SHOUP/Mustang Dally
Cal Poly’s Eric Osborne works to get the advantage over his Notre Dame opponent on Wednesday.
match. He not only had to win, 
but had to score either a superior 
decision or a pin to lift the 
Mustangs to victory.  The 
freshman, in only his fourth col­
legiate meet, dominated his op­
ponent by scoring nine points in 
the first round before earning the 
pin with seven seconds left.
“ I knew 1 had to pin him 
because of the team score,” said 
the promising young wrestler.
Cowell said, “ It’s fantastic to 
have a freshman like him come 
through for us.”
The Mustangs travel to Chico 
State for the Doc Petersen 
Tournament this Saturday, and
Cowell said he plans to let his 
wrestlers get a little rest before 
the tournament begins. They will 
then travel to Brigham Young 
University on Jan. 15, and on the 
following day will face Utah 
State and Weber State. Their 
next home match will be against 
Stanford on Jan. 21 at 7 p.m.
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10 points per game, is expected 
back before conference play 
begins next week.
Jordan said that  Trina 
Tualemosa, who will replace 
Jorgensen in tonight’s game, is 
coming on strong.
Along with the injury to 
Jorgensen, several players have 
been battling the flu. “ The 
players haven’t all been practic­
ing together because of it,’’ said 
Orrock, but added that most of 
those with the flu are non­
starters. “ Hopefully it won’t 
hurt that badly,’’ said Orrock.
The conference season begins 
for the Lady Mustangs on Jan. 
15 when they visit Chapman Col­
lege. Orrock said her goal is to 
make it to the CCAA Tourna­
ment, but in order to go. Poly 
must be one of the top four 
teams in the league. “ I feel that’s 
feasible,’’ she said.
“ Cal State Los Angeles is look­
ing really strong,’’ said Orrock, 
“ and Chapman is up there.’’
Last year Poly tied Chapman 
for second place, and while Or­
rock said she believes Pomona 
will win the conference as it has 
for the past three out of five 
years, she didn’t rule out the 
possibility of the Lady Mustangs 
taking second.
Jordan added, “ I think we’ll be 
really competitive. We’ll do real­
ly well, even though we’ve lost 
the last two games; I think we’ll 
be second.’’
Poly swimmers take easy wins from Gators
Both men and 
women finish 
strong before 
Berkeley meet
By Dan Ruthemeyer
Sports Editor
Both men’s and women’s swim 
teams cruised to easy victories 
on Thursday, as they get set to 
compete in the UC Berkeley In­
vitational today through Sunday.
The women, who went into the 
meet boasting a 4-2 record, 
cruised to a 114-63 win, while the 
men had an equally easy time, 
winning 105-65.
Freshman Amy Dossa, who 
took first place in the 100-yard 
freestyle and second in the 200- 
yard freestyle against Chico 
State on Tuesday, swam the 
backstroke and the butterfly on 
Thursday,  with impressive 
results in each event.
Dossa clocked a 1:01.73 in the 
100-yard butterfly to win first 
place, and two races later finish­
ed the 100-yard backstroke in 
1:04.75 in for her second first 
place finish.
The freshman also helped the 
the Mustangs to a first place 
finish in the 200-yard freestyle 
relay by swimming the final 50- 
yard length.
Kelly Hayes ,  who has 
dominated her freestyle events 
this year, swam the 100-yard
S> i .
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A member of the Cal Poly men’s swim team competes against San Francisco State on Thursday.
DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Mustang Dally
breast stroke on Thursday and 
finished second with a time of 
1:14.13.
As a team, the Mustangs com­
pleted clean sweeps in the 50- 
yard freestyle, the 1000-yard 
freestyle and the 500-yard 
freestyle.
Cal Poly used four separate 
swimmers in the two distance 
events, with Nancy Stern and 
Carol Bauman swimming the 
1000-yard event and Claire 
Foster and Jennifer Kettles
competing in the 500-yard event.
Liz Linton, who is normally in 
Cal Poly’s distance events, com­
peted in the 200-yard individual 
medley on Thursday. The junior 
swimmer finished fifth in a time 
of 2:35.02
In the men’s competition, the 
Mustangs earned sweeps in the 
400-yard medley relay, the 200- 
yard freestyle, the 200-yard in­
dividual medley and the 100-yard 
breastroke.
Whi le  f r e s hman  Troy
Trobough outswam teammate 
Neil Leary in the breastroke 
event to complete a one-two 
finish for the Mustangs, junior 
David Zimmerman and freshman 
John Calandro who took the top 
two positions in the 200-yard 
freestyle.
Other first place finishers ins 
elude David Humber (1000-yard 
freestyle), Mike deBoisblanc 
(l(X)-yard butterfly) and Michael 
Thomas (100-yard backstroke).
■\X '
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Dirt and Street Motorcyclists! 1st 
Mtng of the Qtr.Upcoming Events: 
Pozo Overnitr.Logo Contest rsitz 
Monday 1-12 8PM Fisher Science287 
New Members Welcome info. 544-9407
CARKR PLANNING WORKSHOPS 
FEBRUARY 3RD 10TH & 17TH 
3-5 PM 546-2511
Do you need ELECTRONIC PARTS? 
come to PMW Electronics 
843 Via Esteban ’2 or 
CALL 541-2974
Earn $10/ hr plus. Phone callers 
needed for Annual Giving to call 
alumni & parents Mon thru Thurs.
6:30 to 9:30pm $5.00 hr plus Vo 
546-1555
INCEST: A support group for women 
WEDNESDAYS 2-4 PM 546-2511
POSITIVE ADDICTION-Sign-up NOW 
for Rec Sports Fitness & Leisure 
classes. Most classes begin 1/20.
Come to UU118 or call 548-1366
RE-ENTRY DISCUSSION GROUP 
THURSDAYS 11AM-12 NOON 546-2511
Sport Club Calendar
ON SALE NEW FROM 11-3 DAILY 
IN THE UU PLAZA.
SPORTS CAR LOGO 
CONTEST
ANYONE CAN ENTER DETAILS AND 
PRIZES AVAIL. AT REC SPORTS IN 
UU117. DEADLINE JAN. 30
STRESS MANAGEMENT 
MONDAYS 3-5 PM 546-2511
TIA SMITH
Hope your day was awesome,the whole 
world is wishing you a good one, 
especially this side! (The other side.)
STAR TREK
BLOOPER SHOW
CAL POLY THEATER JAN 11-12 
7pm and 9pm each night.
Gals Sportwear, big discounts! ! ! 
Don't wait long! Sea Barn Avila 
Beach. Open 7 days.
LEARN TO SQUARE DANCE. Rec Sports 
Leisure class begins 1/12 7:30-9 
p.m. Info at UU118 or 546-1366.
122 THE PARTY CREW!!! 
Have a killer quarter, KEGGER
ALPHA PHI ACTIVES are psyched for 
the PLEDGE PARTY this weekend! 
BETA, are YOU ready?
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND 
THETA CHI LITTLE SISTER RUSH 
3 NIGHTS ONLY
TONIGHT: Wine & cheese 8pm 
FRI: Invite only event 3pm 
SAT: Back to school blowout 8pm 
INVITE ONLY
For info or rides call 543-9784
SAE LSOM
Sharrana Burt
Your Big Bro thinks you’ra the 
greatest!
Big Brother is watching
‘‘Ferris Buellers^ 
Day Off” JAN 9&10 
at 7&9:15 ONLY 1.50 
ATCHUMASH AUD.
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCE CLASSES 
begin 1/13.4 weeks. Info at Rec 
Sports UU118 or call 546-1366.
CRAFT CLASS SIGN-UPS BEGIN at 7pm 
Wed. Jan 14 at your UU Craft Center. Fun, 
n o n academ ic ,  bike
repair,ceramics,silkscreening and more.
Prof. Mager lost his walking stick. If you 
know of whereabouts please contact him 
in Rm145Sch-of-Architecture.
Free Free Free 
Attic Insulation.Waterheater Wrap 
Weatherstripping Gas Co. Program 
Call: Todd 541-6521 LV. name&number
*FREE* * FREE* * FREE*
Attic Insulation-Door Weather- 
stripping-Waterheater Blanket 
Sponsored by So. Cal Gas 
Call Micki or Helen Energy Dept 
544-4355
MATH HELP• ELM, GRE, Class 
work, etc. D. SIEGEL, M.A. 239-4165
SINGING LESSONS
Porter Voice studio now accepting stu­
dents; use your voice more effectively; 
healthful technique applies to all styles; 
qualified, experienced; teaching near 
campus and in MB; 772-4302
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona)M-Sat,9am-6pm,by appt,544-2591
USE R COMPUTERS Word Processing 
Service. Resumes,reports using laser 
printer or do-it-yourself using word pro­
cessor in our facility. 544-7676.
1
EARNUPTO$5-10/hourl 
Drivers needed to deliver Domino’s pizza. 
Flexible hoursi Apply In person at 775A 
Foothill Blvd. or 3195 McMillan (near 
Broad A Orcutt)
AIDE Disabled man needs help taking 
care of apt & shopping part-time 10-12 
hrs/wk 544-8700
PART TIME HOUSEKEEPER 
1/2 day per week. 549-0751.
Peace Corps work study position avail­
able. $5.00 hr. Job will include clerical 
duties & some recruitment. Come work 
with us and learn how Peace Corps 
operates! Apply Rm 238 Ag Building Ask 
for Greg or Lee, or Call our campus office 
X I320 and leave a message.
Question: Where can you earn $3.70 hr. to 
start with raises up to $4.35 hr., enjoy a 
flexible work schedule and get a free 
meal after 4hrs work?? Answer: As a 
Main Dining Complex dishroom worker. 
See randy or Debra In Main Dining Com­
plex or call 546-1176.
Restaurant host-hostess over 21. 
Nights/Week-ends a must 528-8423.
STUDENT ASSISTANT NEEDED 
Approx. 10 hours per week 
Some office skills desired. 
Apply at Foundation Sponsored 
programs. T railer 79.
EL TORQ New mast & boom excel, cond. 
$600/best offer. Rick 481-5714
ENGINE ANALYZER/INDUCTIVE TIMING 
LIGHT. $100/best. Rick 481-5714________
Need FM to take over mbrshp at 
local gym $75/7mo. Call 544-4845
HONDA ELITE 80, helmet, cover, storage 
box, 400 ml. $1500/best. Rick 481-5714
I1465J Good Cond. Strong motor $900 
OBO Call 544-6871.
r Bicycles
PEUGEOT RACER 21 “501 frame sew- 
ups mavic rims sell or trade 
for moutain bike $350. obo Kurt 
Call at 541-031512 speed 201b.
69 MGBGT Runs great 4-spd&ovrdrv 
chrome rims $4000/0b0 543-3547.
CONDO-WANT RESP MALE TO SHARE 
MSTR BDRM.CLOSE TO TOWN,MANY 
EXT'RAS.COOL ROOMMTES.$250 MO & 
UTIL AND DEP. 541-0862.
-------------------------------------------------------— k
F OWN ROOM LG APT 260/MONTH 
PLSE LV MESSAGE 5449158/5416647
Female rmmt. needed to take over lease 
at Woodside call 546-8657.
Female Roommate-own room 2 
avail.Woodside Apt 312 544-8491.
spaces
Female Needed to share room in 3 bdrm 
house. Rent negotiable. Call Karen at 
544-8233.
M/F Roommate Own Room-$240/mo $200 
shared Quiet Laguna area 544-8831 ask 
for Tim.
MALE RMMT NEEDED Shrd rm $255/mo 
LG HOUSE FURN. 2BLKS/POLY 544-5577
MALE ROOMATE WANTED!! 
Nice furnished apt, close to Poly 
Great rmmates $210/m to share 
Call 541-6986/549-8043 TIM
Male student, priv. room, furnish 
ed, very nice house w/students. 
Washer/dryer, dishwasher, micro, 
rec room, firepiace, yard. 7 minu 
te waik to campus. Non-smoker. 
$250 & spiit utilities. 549-8973
MALE TO SHARE RM iN SLO DUPLEX 
FRPLCE/LAUND 160./MO. 541-3749
Need FM To Take Over Lease in apt. 
Caii Mindy for info. 544-4845
ONE PERSON NEEDED TO SHARE RM. 
IN HOUSE CALL 541-8708
ROOMATE NEEDED NOW!! Walk to Poly 
male share room ONLY $172,544-3173
5 MIN. WALK TO POLY-2 MALE room­
mates needed to share large room in 
house $196/mo. 541-6750.
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From page 4
running around, but everything 
worked,” she said.
Kevin Zimlinghaus, also in 
Piirto’s class, said he plans to go 
into forestry for a living. ‘‘My 
favorite part of the class was 
when we made the fire lines, 
which is when you break the 
continuity of a burning field, 
which removes the rest of the 
fuel from the fire,” he said.
Piirto said these classes are 
important because they reduce 
the chance of accidents, an ex- 
^ample being the Cal Poly student 
who was icilled while trying to 
help cpntain a fire about two 
years ago. ‘‘People have to know 
what to do, and even then it’s 
not an exact science,” he said.
From page 1
‘‘I would say we did 60 percent 
of it,” said Dr. Craig Machado, 
chief veterinarian at the San 
Francisco Zoo. ‘‘Perhaps now the 
other stones will pass naturally. 
They were much smaller.”
The hour-long procedure was 
performed by Machado, Joachim
Thuroff, UCSF medical director 
of the Urinary Stone Center, and 
Dr. Fred Mihm, associate pro­
fessor of anesthesiology at Stan­
ford University.
Machado said Beaker was a 
good patient and would probably 
live to the ripe old penguin age of 
25 years.
Timber industry and 
Wilderness Society 
grapple over forests
RESIGNATION
From page 1
resignation was due to a com­
patibility problem. He said the 
relationship between the ASI 
president and the chief of the ex­
ecutive staff is important, and 
that Westerlund and Swanson 
didn’t have the right type of
O SO S STREET SUBfi^
S A N D W I C H E S  A N D  S P I R I T S
WELCOME BACK
C a t
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1060 Osos St. 541 -0955
ALL DAY DELIVERIES 
(ACROSS FROM WOODSTOCK’S)
" QSÒS STREET SUB§ '  
2 FREE DRINKS
w/ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(Limit: one coupon per sandwich)
1060 Osos St. 541 -0955
’ q s o s  street  SUB§ "
I 500 OFF I
j> ANY SIZE SANDWICH ^
I (Limit: one coupon per sandwich) |
! 1060 Osos St. 541-0955 !
relationship to handle what the 
job entailed. ‘‘I really didn’t 
think they were compatible,” 
Van Vleck said.
The director of media relations 
for ASI, Kimberly Spiers, said 
she had ‘‘no clue whatsoever” 
why Westerlund resigned. ‘‘As 
far as 1 could tell things were 
normal,” Spiers said.
David Hunt, a political science 
senior, took over as chief of the 
execut i ve  s t a f f  f o l l owing 
Westerlund’s resignation. Hunt 
previously served as ASI aca­
demic coordinator before accep­
ting the position on the executive 
staff. Prior to that. Hunt had 
been chairman of the Liberal 
Arts Council and was on the ASI 
finance committee.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
The Wilderness Society called for 
major revisions Thursday in a 
proposed plan to manage the 2.1 
million-acre Shasta-Trinity Na­
tional Forests, saying it symbol­
izes a key fight between the 
t i mber  i n d u s t r y  and e n ­
vironmentalists.
Society officials said Shasta- 
Trinity is one of the first national 
forests in the Pacific Southwest 
to come up for a new manage­
ment plan and could serve as a 
precedent for others.
‘‘In Northern California, this is 
the major timber fight,” said 
Patricia Schifferle, regional 
di rector  for the Ca l i for ­
nia-Nevada Wilderness Society.
‘‘Clearly, this is going to be the 
Waterloo, so to speak,” she said, 
adding that other major Califor­
nia forests where plans have yet 
to be developed include Six 
Rivers, Klamath and Modoc. No 
plans have been approved yet in 
Oregon.
“ P r a c t i c a l l y  the ent i r e
SPECIAL!
6 Months 
Only $99
#
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Body By Calendar Girl
10 Daily Aerobic Classes 
Personalized Weight Training 
Weight Loss Programs 
Jacuzzi, Sauna, Tanning Bed, & More!
964 Foothill 
Across From 
Williams Bros. 
543-3465
Exclusively
for
Women
543-3465
Calendar Girl, Inc.
Fitness & Weight Loss Center
(Shasta-Trinity) forest ... is going 
to be subject to intensive 
development,” said Peter Cop- 
pelman, legal counsel for the 
Wilderness Society.
The proposed 50-year plan was 
unveiled by the Forest Service 
last August. Timber industry of­
ficials said more territory should 
be open to harvest. The Forest 
Service agreed to accept public 
comment on the plan until Jan. 
16 and a revised draft plan is ex­
pected next fall, said Coppelman.
The Wi l de rness  Society 
recommended that the Forest 
Service adopt a  new timber 
harvest policy that protects old 
growth forests in Shasta-Trinity 
by shifting sale and harvest 
toward younger timber stands, 
and provide a more accurate 
assessment of economic impacts 
of logging versus tourism and 
recreation.
The territory north and west of 
Redding, about 160 miles north 
of Sacramento, includes the 
spectacular Trinity Alps and Mt. 
Shasta Wilderness Area. A little 
more than one-fifth is protected 
as wilderness area by federal law.
A provision to open approxi­
mately half of the forests’ 
400,(KX) acres of old growth 
timber areas for harvesting came 
under fire by the Wilderness 
Society, which said opening the 
ancient forests to logging would 
require building or re-building 
more than 1,200 miles of roads in 
the pristine area.
One region is designated for 
logging by helicopter because its 
terrain is too steep for road con­
struction, said Robert Turnage, 
Wilderness Society resource 
economist.
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•Registration for fitness and 
leisure classes, designed to pro­
vide high-quality, inexpensive 
instruction free from academic 
pressure, will be Friday at the 
Recreational Sports Office, Uni­
versity Union Room 118.
•A large exhibition by con­
temporary South American ar­
tists, ‘‘BRAZIL 10,” will run 
until Feb. 6 in the University Art 
Gallery in the Dexter Building.
• ‘‘Current Art In Brazil,” a 
slide/lecture by ‘‘BRAZIL 10” 
show artist Octavio Roth, will be 
at 4 p.m. Friday in Fisher 
Science Hall Room 286. Dona­
tions are $2.
•Brazilian coffee, treats and 
music will be featured at the 
carnival-type opening reception 
of ‘‘BRAZIL 10” from 7-9 p.m. 
Friday in the University Art 
Gallery in the Dexter Building. A 
catalog with information about 
the 10 art ists and color 
photographs of their works will 
be $7. Posters are $5.
Contributions to Calendar 
must be received by noon two 
days prior to the event.
